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Secret Neighbor is a survival horror stealth game developed by Russian video game studio Dynamic Pixel and published by TinyBuild. The object of the game is to successfully sneak into the basement of a neighbor's house to reveal the secret. The artificial intelligence of the game changes the behavior of the neighbor based on the
player's past behavior, such as the player setting traps along the path that followed in the previous attempt at Secret Neighbor, and the player seems to be moving to a new house on the other side of the street from a mysterious neighbor be acting paranoid and keeping a secret in his basement. The player's job is to break into a
neighbor's house and unlock his basement and solve a series of puzzles to collect the items needed to access. As players explore neighbor's houses, they must not be discovered by mysterious neighbors, or they will be cornered and captured if the player is not fast enough to hide or escape. The player can also stand out the neighbor by
throwing an object at him for a simpler escape. If a player is caught, they will be sent back to their homes and will have to break in again. When starting again, the player must be more careful because the neighbor guesses the movement from the last attempt to set the trap. However, the player can turn on friendly neighbor mode using
the game settings, prevent neighbors from setting these traps and are not too aggressive in his pursuit. The game is played from a first-person perspective, and players must aim at the reticle on a specific object in order to manipulate a specific object or to throw or use an item that is currently held. Up to four items can be stored in the
inventory space. Items of the same type can't be stacked together in a single slot. U.S. Theo Doi Chung Toy Chủ Game Secret Neighbor Secret Neighbor is a multiplayer social horror game set in Hello Neighbor Universe. A group of children try to sneak into their creepy neighbor's house. The event of the game will take place between the
first and second acts of the original Hello Neighbor game. Six players are sneaking into the house and trying to get into the locked basement door - just to recognize that one of them is a disguised neighbor. As a neighbor, you choose from several classes and use everything in your power to prevent intruders from succeeding. At first
you're disguised, and it's up to you to earn the trust of other players, pull out the group, and go missing. Your weapon consists of useful gadgets such as bear traps, secret control rooms, smoke bombs, and many more. The best player in the game is to convince a group of people that someone else is a neighbor. It feels like a scene in
The Thing where characters test each other who the traitor is. Practice role-playing skills A group of friends are looking for their missing friend. Everybody thinks he's lockedSpooky neighbor's basement. The only logical thing is to break into a neighbor's house and break into his basement. Intruders have different abilities than classes. The
bugger will have extra storage space, Brave will be able to give everyone a speed boost, detectives know where the key is. Using these abilities, players need to clean the house for underground keys and valuable booty can be used to upgrade their skills and equipment. Check out this video Cngou h'nh để chngoi Game Secret Neighbor
Minimum for a complete guide on how to play the game: 64-bit processor and operating system OS required: Windows 7 and upprocessor: Intel Core i5-3330 3.0 GHz, AMD FX-8300 3.3 GHz memory: 6 GB RAMGraphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760, Radeon R9 270DirectX: Version 11Network: Broadband Internet Connection: 5 GB
Available Space Sound Card: Stereo. Play with a good stereo. Additional Note: This game depends on in-game communication, so it is highly recommended to have a microphone. Recommended: 64-bit processor and operating system OS required: Windows 10 processor: Intel Core i5-4690 3.5 GHz, AMD Ryzen 3 1300X 3.5 GHz
memory: 8 GB RAMGraphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060, Radeon RX 580DirectX: Version 11 network: Broadband Internet Connection Storage: 5 GB Space Sound: Stereo Sound Plays in Good Stereo. Additional Note: This game depends on in-game communication, so it is highly recommended to have a microphone. The multiplayer
social horror game Halloween Update Secret Neighbor set in the Dine Dan Secret Neighbour Chua co by Tao Luang Naien Ket với by Viet Nyhalonever Universe has acquired a major Halloween update: the new Neighbor Class Add an extra layer of in-game challenges. Dark visual presentations and Halloween decorations provide the
player with an eerie experience. In addition to that, the new major updates include many quality of life improvements as well as some new content for players to enjoy. Whether you're a new or experienced player, Secret Neighbor Major Update is sure to bring goose skin to this Halloween. Get ready. Request Keymyler keys! His job is to
gain trust. The job of a disguised traitor neighbor is to gain the trust of other players and betray them. This is a different experience from the others - social horror. You see suspicious behavior by your friends, you know that they may betray you. Neighbors trap other players using tools and gadgets to clean the house for keys to unlock
underground doors. The key, which the player has 15 minutes to unlock and enter the mysterious basement, is randomly scattered around the house. The goal is to find them and unlock the underground doors. PlayersPax West 2019 Trailer Media &amp; Screenshot Screenshots to Unlock basements
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